
 

 
 
 

 

 

ZTRACE SECURITY SUITE incorporated  
into HP educational program 

BOSTON, MA, April 2, 2002 -- ZTRACETM Technologies today 
announced a new program to provide security applications for
Hewlett-Packard Company's educational customers. ZTRACE security 
applications enable recovery of missing computers, identify the source
of theft, protect the sensitive data in case of unauthorized access or
break-in and effectively monitor and manage hardware and software
information for asset tracking and software licensing compliance. 
 
Schools and universities across the country recognize the value of
notebook computers for students and staff. While small size and
portability make notebooks a convenient choice, these very properties
make the computers susceptible to theft or loss. ZTRACE is working 
with HP and the HP Campus Advantage program to provide best-of-
breed security applications to secure an institution's investment in
notebook PCs while reducing total cost of ownership and saving
valuable administration overhead. 
 
"ZTRACE applications provide constant protection to mobile devices
and the data stored on them," said Alexander Kesler, President and
Founder of ZTRACE Technologies. "They enable and enforce an easily-
managed, 'always-on' security policy, providing safeguards from
disruption and the potentially serious consequences resulting from lost
or misused equipment and data. This relationship will provide
optimum computer security services for educational institutions using
HP notebook computers." 
 
"Like many of HP's customers at K-12 schools, colleges and 
universities across the country are already beginning to see the
benefits of providing notebook PCs to students and staff through the
HP Campus Advantage program," said Gregg Peters, National
Education Business Manager, HP Public Sector Organization. "Our
relationship with ZTRACE gives our customers added assurance that 
their HP notebook PCs are protected and their data is safe." 
 
About ZTRACE Technologies  
 
ZTRACE Technologies is a premier provider of innovative security
software and services designed to meet the challenging data security
and asset protection demands of today's mobile computing
environment. Serving enterprise, government, education, and
consumer markets, ZTRACE is fast-tracked to be the global leader in 
mobile computing security. For more information about ZTRACE
products, visit http://www.zTrace.com or telephone (877) zTrace2. 
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